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Force Majeure



Time Is The Enemy

This is a mad world, full of chaos
and turmoil

Where vast, gargantuan forces are locked
in a continuous 

And eternal struggle



For absolute power and control

From it, billions of lifeforms bloom spectacularly
into existence

And endless cycles turn on their slow
wheels



Epochs come and go 

And great waves of energy pulse invisibly 
across the firmament

Exciting our planet

Into a feverish churning of destruction
and fury



Amazing invention and breathtaking human
 ingenuity

All is connected, all is rhythm
 and vibrational

 Frequency



Everything is song

A wondrous arpeggio of fire
and creativity



A masterpiece of love, shimmering 
like a jewel

In this great somnolence 
of dreaming

[End]



The Base of The Pyramid

How did we get here

Who decided that life should be lived 
in this way

Full of hardship and suffering



With so much corruption
and violence

 Poverty and insatiable consumption

Senseless war



Meaningless, frenetic activity

Draining and sapping our life force

Stifling and crushing 
our spirit



Work slaves, feeding a system 
that can never 

Be satisfied

That always wants more, that can never
 ever 

Get enough



This is not how we were supposed
 to live

Running on a treadmill, scratching 
for a living

Confined to a realm of mind numbing 
drudgery



With barely any time just to pause
and look around

To try to see what's going on

To gain some insight into who may be
directing all of this

And why



Perhaps that's the idea, to keep us 
all moving

That way, we forget what we came
here to do

[End]



Genius Frequency

We are magnificent beings, capable 
of creating 

Almost anything

Just look at our inventions, our 
advances in science

In medicine



Our vast storehouses of knowledge

Our great works of art and music
of philosophy

And literature



The things we can build with just a few 
simple tools

From modest clay huts

To audacious and breathtaking feats 
of modern civil

Engineering



Steel framed high rise towers, lavish temples
 and palaces

Stunning, mind boggling systems 
of transport 

And communications

Space travel and entertainment, powerful
 computer software

And intricate and exquisite
 jewellery



And yet, all of these things have not occurred 
simply by chance

They are the products of an infinite
and boundless

Imagination

Restless curiosity and precocious 
intelligence

Protean creativity, compendious 
knowledge



Beginning as a minute spark, a tiny 
electrical impulse

In the mind of an inventor
 or designer

An artist or scientist



Anyone in fact, who may have once sat 
by a fire

In the middle of the night 

Or gazed up at the stars, desiring 
to know more

Resonating with the frequency 
of genius

[End]



Outside Interference

A predator has come to this earth
and has lowered 

Our frequency

A parasite, an amoeba, a liar 
and deceiver

A despot, a destroyer



A master of simulation and technology

Fraudulent science and soulless
hypnagogic

 Machinery

To harvest our energy and brio



By infiltrating its way into our minds
and weakening 

Our resistance

So it may influence our thoughts
and exaggerate

Our weaknesses



By feeding off our suffering 
and fear 

So it may proliferate and prosper

While only rewarding its most 
pernicious

And nefarious agents



Our corrupt and discredited
leaders

The psychopaths and the narcissists

The self-deluded and the utterly 
self-obsessed



Those with no empathy or compassion

The liars and deceivers, the shysters
 and traitors

And those who can be manipulated
into doing almost 

Anything



To satisfy their perfidious craving
for power

[End]



Hello Tyranny

In this age of staged false flag terror drills

Phony, hyped-up security 
threats

And fake streams of deliberately 
manufactured 

Disinformation



Treachery may know no bounds

In such conditions, war may be permitted
for saving lives



And tyranny may be introduced
with the promise

That it will protect us

Time to keep a cool head, to draw
 a deep breath

To step back a little



Time to start thinking as a true 
individual

So we may see through all of the lies
and illusions

That have been cast over us 
like dark spells 



Over a world debilitated
by war

And dazed by the cosh of deliberately
engineered 

Economic malfeasance

Time to get clear so we can gaze 
into the eyes

of our oppressor



So we are to determine and recognise 
his fowl emblem

And the cruel and cold-blooded face
of his machine

[End]



The Rise (and rise) of The Psychopath

History always shows us, that those who 
have all the guns

Commit genocide on their own 
people

Any fool will tell you, that a monopoly 
of force 

Will always end up in an orgy
 of bloodshed

 And murder



By a serial killing government

Deluded by its own fantasy 
of unopposed 

Violence 

And unlimited despotic
 control



When one side ends up with all 
of the guns

A power surge inevitably
 arises

The strong will always abuse
and exploit

The weak



The evidence is overwhelming

And it is still happening today

In the name of liberty and democracy, big oil 
and free enterprise

The merging together of government
with powerful

Corporate interests

Greedy banking cartels and a ruthless
 political oligarchy



All backed up by a police state
and a network

 of full-blown surveillance

Fascism in sheep's clothing, rising like 
a plague moon

Over an empire of bond servants
and slaves



Keeping it all nice and friendly

Until the juggernaut
arrives

And they can roll out and unveil their
authoritarian

Wet dream

[End]



Drilling Down

Guns don't kill people, people do

Somebody has to pull the trigger 
first



Something inside them has to 
snap on

Like a switch

An emotion like hate or revenge, say

Or a desire such as possession
and greed 



A situation like poverty and hunger
desperation

Mental illness

Or a drug they're on, or a pill they may 
have taken

Earlier that morning



Just before leaving their home 

[End]



Drugged For Profit

Here's a truth you don't normally get to hear
in the controlled 

Mainstream media

Many of the recent mass shootings
in schools

And colleges, in cinemas 
and in malls



The numerous unprovoked attacks 
on public transport

In restaurants and playgrounds, crowded 
city squares

Places where people had come to gather
in the course of their

Normal working day



Were mostly perpetrated by young men

On prescribed psychiatric 
drugs

Medicated up to their eyeballs
on tranquillizers 

And antidepressants



On cool, fancy names like Zoloft 
and Paxil

Prozac and Ritalin

Spree killers like the Batman shooter
James Holmes

Or the Newtown non-entity, Adam
 Lanza



Or the two crazed Columbine assassins, Eric 
Harris

And Dylan Klebold

All of them processed and medicated 
by drug pusher

 Psychiatrists, Big Pharma
 profiteers



And corrupt corporate puppets, all helping 
to rot a nation 

From within

Signing off prescriptions for violence 
and mood swings

For nightmares and hallucinations, mania 
and obsessive 

Compulsive disorders



For psychosis and suicides and murderous
 bloody rampage

On poor, unsuspecting victims 
and innocents

Indiscriminately targeted in areas and townships 
that had already banned 

And outlawed all firearms
 and guns

[End]



The Great Terror

To disarm the people is to enslave them

To march them towards the gas 
chambers

And the killing fields

To freezing cold forests and freshly
 dug graves



To FEMA camps and firing squads

Towards a new impending 
tyranny

Based on a soulless new world order
of slavish 

Obedience



Stifling conformity and abominable
eugenics

Where they can exterminate us
and our families

For the crime of defiance or insubordination



For becoming hapless victims of a cruel
economic downturn

For being too old, or too sick
or too pious

Or too eccentric



Where they can divide us into groups
and weaken our

Integrity

So we end up fighting each other
in a senseless

And futile war



With our spirit crushed and our desire
to resist

Wholly annihilated

The oldest, most simplest trick 
in the world

[End]



Domicide 

Go and ask 76 million Chinese people 
killed 

In the name of communism

Or 60 million men and women starved 
and worked to death

By the Russian Bolsheviks



Go and ask the 20 million plus victims 
of Hitler's 

Vile and rancorous Nazi regime

Or the 50 million murdered in the name 
of Western 

Colonialism



On the direct orders of greedy, power-hungry
prime ministers 

And insane and bloodthirsty
 monarchs

By murderous tyrants and merciless
gun grabbing 

Governments 



Ruthless, genocidal psychopaths

Monsters like Mao and Stalin 
and Pol Pot

Who controlled thought and limited 
the boundaries 

of truth



Who banned firearm possession

And filled their regimes with an army
of spies

And secret police

Before gorging on the blood of their own 
people

[End]



For A Few Dollars More

Look them straight in the eyes

War is always by 
deception

Expose them for what they truly are

Insane and diabolical



Mad men and women surrounded by a 
criminal gang

of slick, corporate looters

Funded by a global banking elite

Who use money and finance 
like weapons

of mass destruction



To hold us in a condition of paralysing 
debt

Economic servitude

And stifling cycles of poverty

Like leeches attached to the body
of their host

All their power is built on our
feeble compliance



Bloodsuckers, feeding off our brio
and enterprise

Nourishing themselves off our hardship
and suffering

Our anguish and misery 



Time to shake them off, to rid ourselves 
of these infernal 

Parasites

To become aware of our prodigious
inner-power



Then watch them scatter 
like bugs

Fleeing from the obliterating 
entrance

of the sun

[End]



Lambs To The Slaughter

I hate to say this, but the game is already 
rigged

The fix is in

And those who play by its rules

Don't have a cat in hell's chance 
of winning anything



The obedient and compliant, the boot-lickers
 and grovellers

Snitchers, snivellers

The back-stabbers and money 
grabbers



Those who go to work and always
 pay their taxes

The vast multitudes and common 
masses

Those who feed the system 
with their

Quiet desperation 

And uncomplaining subservience



With their hived minds and frothing
over-heated

Consumerism

Who always say yes to everything

Who never engage in any kind
of critical 

Thinking



Whose whole world is defined
and shaped

By the TV

The vacuous and superficial, glued to their
cell phones

And obsessed with their appearance
and self-image



Slaves to their distractions of flirty
self-promoting 

Instagrams

And meaningless, infantilised 
tweets

Lambs in the meadow, the backbone
 of every great 

Nation



Corralled and whipped into timid
compliance

Dumb livestock oblivious to the horrors
 of the abattoir 

And the butcher's blood-stained
apron



Just a little further down 
the lane

[End]



Martial Law (Salsa Style)
     
     

When tyranny comes to town, it will
 not arrive 

With goon helmets
 and riot gear

Machine gun fire, midnight raids 
or terror drills

 



Instead, it will come with throngs
of smiling policemen

Handing out party hats and cute 
little bears

No jackboots or stinging tear gas
rounds

No armoured vehicles or heavy duty
water cannon



Just regular cops intent on having fun
 and showing us

 Their human side

In fact, the whole occasion would feel more
like a carnival

Instead of martial law



With all the razzle-dazzle and rainbow
sounds

Salsa queens and crazy
clowns

No one would complain, for it would 
all be for our greater 

security 

And protection



And the people would rejoice

And they would all come pouring out
 of their houses

And apartment blocks

Adding to all of the merriment
 and excitement



And they would hug those cops
and thank them 

For fixing their broken
neighbourhoods

And the air would be filled with ticker-tape
and the sound of raucous

 Cheering



And they would love their rulers even more 
because of it

[End]



Breaking Through The Static

What is the difference between full-blown
 tyranny

And a softer, more cosier 
version

Between oppression we can
all see

And one disguised as a war 
on terror



A kind of Orwellian lite, one that
 heats us all up slowly

In vats of our own 
indifference

With kill lists and indefinite detentions

Full spectrum surveillance

SWAT teams and mob-handed
 response units



Militarised police with stun grenades 
and drone aircraft

With tear gas and tasers

With spiteful state persecutions
of whistle blowers

And lawful protesters



With terror alerts and lock downs
and curfews

A prison where we think 
we are free

With Stasi style neighbourhood
watch schemes

And intrusive biometric
 monitoring 



Uber data intelligence gathering, control-freak 
rentacops

More goons with guns

 Martial law at the flick 
of a switch

Authoritarian rule tiptoeing through 
the tulips



A whirling carousel ride of insane 
pantomime villains

And Madison Avenue false 
narratives

Security agency controlled 
opposition

And bought and paid for alphabet
news corporations



All telling us what we ought 
to think

And how to behave

The apparatus of fear hidden away
right there

In front of our noses



Conditioning us all for an impending 
onslaught

of terror

Marching in lockstep with our treasonous 
leaders

And their criminal cohorts
of parasitic 

Corporate leeches



Malicious, demiurgic bankers, cruel
cold-hearted 

Psychopaths

Ruling from the shadows

And infecting our planet with arrogance
and greed

Funding and instigating wars, whilst promoting
 the message of harmony

 and peace



Look, we haven't got much time

Open your eyes

Please wake up before it gets 
too late

They have been planning all this
for years



They live, whilst we sleep

Brush them off like flies on a wall

Feel the fire rise within you

Show them no fear



Let's do it for the sake of our 
children

[End]



Crystalline

There are only two types
of people

In this world

Those who wish to raise things up 
for the good 

of others



And those who strive to hold
the lid down

As firmly as possible 

For the benefit of themselves



The rest is just embellishment, fine strands
spun out 

To span the vast distances 
in between



Soon it will be our turn to choose 
a side

To enter the arena

To test our courage and resolve

And to cut through all the illusions
that have 

Separated us

From love and eternal truth



How will we respond when our 
moment arrives

What will our children and our children's 
children

Think of us

When they look back on this period



Would they recognise our courageous 
decision

To unite and stand 
together

To defend their unique integrity
and birthright 



Or would they despise us because 
we fell back

 In silence

Selling them into future 
bondage



For a quiet life and a fridge full
of cold beer

For a nice car and a new touchscreen
computer



So which side are you on

It all boils down 
to this

Nothing runs quite as deep



I know where I come from

Blood will always determine
the outcome



When the time comes, it will make 
its great voice 

Known 

And our veins will resound with its fine
crystalline 

Song



If you're ever fortunate to hear it, do not 
ignore it

For the things it tells you, will not 
be wrong



On this earth, even the sun has to yield
to the quiet insistence

of the night

And so at each day's end, a graceful 
cycle 

Smoothly recommences



Our light too, slowly fades after a lifetime 
of dazzling 

Effervescence

And every light thereafter will be
illusory and false



A fake imitation of the one we had 
all along

Shining within us

The soft light that had no ambition
or ego

Never hated or exploited another's
weakness



All it ever wanted was for us to 
discover it

To draw it forth and to expand 
its clear field

A higher love, one without expectations
 or conditions

Bringing with it the knowledge
that we are all part 

of the same 



Continuous flow

A vast circuit of restless, living
 energy

Connecting us with everything
in the universe



Providing us with a flawless
and everlasting

Magnificence

And the promise that, despite 
it all

Life will go on

[End]



In Memory of Martin Niemöller 

First they came for the assault rifles
and the semi-automatic 

Weapons

Next they came for the handguns
and the revolvers



Then they asked for all the catapults 
and the pitchforks

The crossbows and the long 
knives



Finally, they came for all the chainsaws

And the baseball
bats

Until there was nothing left except
for you and I

Defenceless and disarmed



And totally dependent on our government

[End]



Pest Control

Soon, there will be nobody left
to speak out

For freedom

For the rights of the individual, for the sick
 and the elderly

The poor and the persecuted



You only have to flick through any newspaper
to see how the game 

Is played

Religion and race, peoples' sexuality
social class 

Migrants pouring in to take 
our jobs

The haves and the have nots



Those who are in work, pitted against
those on welfare

And food stamps 

Divide and rule control programmes 
garnished with a little fear 

And cognitive dissonance



A steady drip feed of scripted news

Picking us off one by one

Keeping us all in a state of perpetual
motion

And anxiety



Screwed down by a relentless
onslaught

 of daily economic hardship

Manipulated disasters and massive 
financial fraud



Constant and exasperating change

Demented Pavlovian systems 
of divisive

Incentives and rewards

Regurgitative education and compartmentalized
knowledge

To prevent us from connecting 
any of the dots

From figuring any of this out



And exposing it for what it 
really is

A sleep chamber designed to hold us all
in deep trance

Zzzzzzzzzz

[End]



Force Majeure

The force majeure of life itself 
is our 

Internal fire

Residing within us all, it is the source 
of all our dynamism

And passion



Our life's primary purpose is to
 awaken it

To force it to rise, so it may illuminate
 our temple

So we may become like stars 
in the great infinitude 

of darkness



For once awakened, we can never
return to who we 

Once were

And we begin to see things as they 
truly are



It is what our rulers fear 
the most

And is why they work so tirelessly
to subdue it

Blocking any signs of its progress 
from birth



Because once we realize it is our 
true source 

of power

Their house of cards will collapse

And all they have worked for will be 
destroyed

In an instant



All their systems of control 
would disintegrate

And crumble

And our eyes will be opened
as if for the very 

First time



Light will come pouring in

And truth will emerge like a new dawn
of knowing

To shine over all their old wreckage
and lies

[End]



They're Frightened of You                                                   

They're frightened of you because 
you know your 

Own mind

They're frightened of you

You can see through 
their lies



They're frightened of you

You know just how 
to be free

They're frightened of you

Your love is the key



They're frightened of you

You go your own way



You rise to the moment and just live 
for today

They're frightened of you



Because you believe in what's
 right

You know how to hold firm

Your strength is your 
light



They're frightened
 of you

They're frightened
 of you



They're frightened
 of you

This is your time to let rip, to knock
 down the walls



To smash through the bricks

They're frightened of you



They're frightened of you

You're the one who always 
stands tall

True to yourself



The oneness in all

[End] 



Love Is My Medicine

Love is my medicine, it burns away 
fear

All that is false cannot bear
being in

 Its presence

Light and deft is its touch, and yet 
it can unite 

The whole world

Shining like the sun as it skims
across the sky



Love is my medicine, it lies asleep 
in the heart

And once it has awakened 
it flows

Like a spring

Pouring from heaven to fall
on my lips

Igniting my passion, so I am one
with its force



Love is my medicine, I must drink
from its source

To stir it to life

To be healed by its touch

We must make it our life's work
if we are to wear 

Its high crown



To hear its fine chords as it
sings in 

Our blood

O sweet medicine
of love



Take me to heaven on this place
we call Earth

[End]



No Leaders

No leaders, no teachers
no gurus

No devas 

No idols, no heroes

No tiny minority ruling
from above



No prophets, no preachers
hiding behind 

Love

No bluebloods, no baronets
no privilege

No patronage



No leaders, no teachers
no masters

No ceasars

No fat cats and no top dogs
feeding us 

Their snake oil and lies



No pyramids of power
with all 

Seeing eyes

No buddha, no allah
no shiva

No yahweh



No leaders and no rulers

No Prime Ministers and Presidents
all trying

 To fool us



Tear them down, tear them
down

They all have their season

The thing is, we don't need
 them

Scale down



We can go our own way

Live in a new 
way

All things must pass, you bet your
 sweet arse

No despots and no tyrants

No innocent victims of bloodshed
and violence



No processions, no carriages
no royal birthdays

Or marriages

No liars, no deceivers
to slide in 

Between us



Turn away from them

This is their system, not 
ours

They made up the rules, then rigged
the game



All they ever want to do is 
control us

Put out our fire

To tax us and send us into war

To keep us working, so we have hardly 
any time

To think



Be your own boss, and live 
without 

Fear

Hey, wait a minute, wait a minute



Who's in charge around
here

You are

[End]



Love Is In The Air

Love is in the air

It feels like the first new day 
of spring

New life is shooting upwards, bringing 
joy to all the trees



The sky is lit with the brightest
stars

As I cry out and call your 
name

And I cannot wait to be
 with you

So we can feel this way 
again



Love is in the air, I can 
see it in your

 Eyes

That look that sometimes comes upon 
your face

And the sweetness of your smile



If there is a god, then he must be surely 
looking down

To bestow so many
gifts

For I feel so blessed to have received
this crown

And to have been here in this 
moment of bliss

[End]



Protected

Attack me with all your 
might

I am a scrapper just like 
you

But be warned, I have won more 
than I have 

Lost



I take the honour of combat
very seriously

You don't know what you're
 dealing with

I have a protection, a defensive force
 that surrounds me



You may think you have a certain power
of your own

But listen up

Keep your thoughts to yourself

Because they will always come back 
to haunt you



A warrior fights in the physical 
realms

And I come from a great line 
of those

He is the weapon and strives 
to eliminate

All vulnerable points



But I have learned to fight in
 a different way

With the heart and by using
 the mind 

They are my weapons



You, on the other hand, believe your
 strength

Will last forever

It won't, you are just borrowing it

Over time, it will fade

And you will become slow 
and weak



Death will come to claim you
and then you will 

Perish

Frozen in fear and knowing not
 what to do



Because that was the line
you said

You would never cross

I went there, anyway

And found that we can all live 
forever



In that moment where we think
we have

Lost

[End]



Work Shall Set You Free

Set them to work, go on 
keep them 

Busy

Fill up their time

I want them all grafting, slogging
 their guts out



Make them sweat

Make it hard for them, not easy

Keep them confused and distracted

Split them up



We're the bosses here, not them

Faster, faster, keep them moving

Extend their shifts

That's it



Times are hard, so cut their wages

Work is good for them



If any complain

Tell them they're lucky to even
be here

This is the real world



And only in heaven shall they receive
their reward

[End]



Enter The Dragon

By merging fully with the natural flow 
of life

By opening our hearts to love 
and eradicating

All fear

By building on what we all have in common
and refusing to be bound

By our differences



We may place spiritual awakening
as our highest 

Goal

And merge with the universe's
mightiest force 



The pure light of being

That enables us to see things in their
true form

That fills us with the nous of divine inner-knowing
and a luminous vision of powerful

And infinite truth



So we may reach our highest 
potential

And be guided only by
 the heart

The seasons may ebb and flow
but now

Is the moment of ripening



Balance will be restored and the world 
will hunger

 For higher awareness and new 
methods 

of freedom

All war will cease and we will 
pull back 

From the reckless destruction
of our planet



Harmony will reign

And the wisdom of love will come
pouring through

To shine over an age of brilliant
and invincible

 Promise



Where we can all live like brave 
and intrepid heroes

Returning triumphantly
 home

[End]


